Reunion Parade Signs Form

Return to the Alumnae Association by February 15, 2009

Class Year: __________________________ Class Color: __________________________

• Signs should reflect both the Reunion theme and years your class spent at Smith.

• Signs are produced on white or yellow (for classes with yellow as a class color) signboard, measuring 22” x 28”, with text printed in the class color (or black on yellow).

• A good, easily readable layout is 4 lines of approximately 5 words (3-6 characters each). If you have a saying that is considerably longer, we suggest splitting between two signs to be held side-by-side or consecutively in line. Signs are double-sided. Use a guide of one sign per twenty parade marchers. Remember: the goal is to have a steady line of signs that are easy to read as you march.

• Reunion parade signs are produced by the college signmaker, and carrying stakes are attached. Physical Plant staff will deliver the signs to your class at the parade lineup area on Saturday.

• All parade sign wording must be approved by the Alumnae Association.

The charge for each sign is $27-$35, depending on complexity. Your class treasury will be billed directly by the college signmaker after the signs are completed.

PLEASE PRINT COPY FOR SIGNS BELOW – CHECK SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION (signs will be printed exactly as written)

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

(Use other side or attach a separate sheet, if necessary)